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1: Nursing Pharmacology Made Incredibly Easy!, Third Edition
The Nursing Made Incredibly Easy series breaks concepts into plain English and explains thoroughly. This book is no
exception. There is no bleed through of print on the quality of paper used, as some pharmacology texts have.

Pharmacology is the study of how a drug works on the body, its side effects on the body, and the way the body
uses the drug. Most nursing students find pharmacology a tough course because you are required to know the
name, side effects, nursing interventions, and the way the body uses the drug in such a short amount of time.
Normally, a student takes a pharmacology class in one semester and may be are given only 3 weeks to learn
chapters of material. Common problems students have in pharmacology Developing a study method to use!
Students tend to get overwhelmed by all the material they are required to know for a pharmacology exam and
feel defeated when trying to develop a study method. Learning what material is essential to know and what is
not! The best approach is to memorize the drug group by suffixes and pre-fixes or classification. This will be
discussed in the study strategies below. It is really hard to juggle other classes along with pharmacology.
Some students make the mistake of not setting aside enough time to prepare for an exam. Most drug classes
work on the same system of the body and have the same side effects. These classes tend to have similar
pre-fixes and suffixes. If you try to remember similar pre-fixes and suffixes rather than individual drug names,
you will be able to study the material easier. Furthermore, it helps eliminate trying to learn individual side
effects and their pharmacokinetic abilities. A set of cardiac medications known as beta blocker have a similar
suffixes known as olol. Here are three beta blocker: Metoprolol , Atenolol, Propranololâ€¦. These drugs also
have same side effects such as slow heart rate, cold hands, feet, tiredness etc. Another example can be applied
to when you are studying antibiotics. Most antibiotics are broken down by classification such as macrolides.
These drugs are metabolized in the same areas as well and have similar side effects. This is really one of the
best ways to study for pharmacology. Either you can make your own flash cards by using index cards or buy
some. Then after creating the card it is a great idea you repeat them aloud. It is best practice to create flash
cards after each lecture class. In addition, every day when you have downtime, review the flash cards. As a
side note, there is a free site call studystack. Get a drug guide! When you are making your flashcards you can
easily flip to the drug name and find the side effects and common nursing interventions. This prevents you
from flipping through your textbook which usually has the material scattered everywhere. The drug book
condenses it down. Here are popular drug guides! I recommend using Pinterest or searching for it through
Google. You can do this with a classmate or to yourself. When you develop a teaching plan and teach others, it
requires you learn the material and completely understand it on a critical-thinking level. Get a study guide!
Some professors will give out study guides a few days before the test to tell you want drug categories you will
need to concentrate on. I suggest pick one or two of these strategies and make them your own. You may be
interesting in: Any purchase you make through Amazon.
2: Nursing Pharmacology Made Incredibly Easy! - Google Books
Nursing Pharmacology Made Incredibly Easy! contains everything the nurse needs to review and the nursing student
needs to learn about how drugs act and interact in the treatment of disease.

3: nursing pharmacology made incredibly easy | eBay
Nursing Pharmacology Made Incredibly Easy, 3rd Edition, provides the nursing student and practicing nurse with
information about how drugs act and interact in the treatment of disease.

4: Made Incredibly Easy
Start studying nursing pharmacology made incredibly easy. Learn vocabulary, terms, and more with flashcards, games,
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and other study tools.

5: How to Study for Pharmacology in Nursing School
Find great deals on eBay for nursing pharmacology made incredibly easy. Shop with confidence.

6: Nursing - Pharmacology, Dosage Calculation
Series# Nursing Pharmacology Made Incredibly Easy! (, P. $ NEW Study Guide for Medical Assisting Made Incredibly
Easy Pharmacology See more like this.

7: Nursing Pharmacology Made Incredibly Easy! 3rd Edition PDF
One of the most difficult courses in nursing school is Pharmacology. There are hundreds of medications that must be
learned, along with their indications, contraindications, side effects, dosing.

8: Pharmacology Made Incredibly Easy
Clinical Pharmacology y made ly Ea! sy Â®! Clinical pharmacology made incredibly easy!. â€” 3rd ed. p. ; cm. Includes
bibliographical references and index. 1.

9: Nursing Pharmacology Made Incredibly Easy! by Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
THE #1 Drug Guide for nurses & other clinicians always dependable, always up to date! Look for these outstanding
features. Completely updated nursing-focused drug monographs featuring over 3, generic, brand-name, and
combination drugs in an easy A-to-Z format.
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